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 When I was little I loved to swoop up and down the stairway in our big, wide colonial 

home. It was common for me to play alone, my brothers being so much older than I, and no one 

my age on our street. I don’t know when I discovered my ability, it was just always there. And I 

always waited until I was all by myself to do it. There must have been a reason; I did it in front 

of no one until I was about 6 or 7.  

 I would close my eyes and think about the feeling I get when I begin to rise off the floor. 

It is a peaceful humming sort of thing—and as long as the humming was present, I would gently, 

slowly rise. And then I’d sort of imagine going in a certain direction and my body would begin 

to glide that way. There is no other feeling like it. I felt excited, but I held that excitement back 

because if I let it out too much, it would kill the humming and I’d come right back down! 

 One day two girls came over to play. They were visiting their uncle down the street and 

my mom thought I needed playmates. The girls and I were talking about what we liked to do, and 

then as I was showing them my room, I blurted it out. I wanted to impress them. I wanted them 

to like me, and it came out so easily. “I can fly.”  

 “You what?” 

 “I can fly.” 

 “No one can fly.” 

 “Well, I can. It’s easy.” 

 Next thing I did is so very embarrassing. I dropped to the floor, lying on my stomach, 

spread my arms out wide, and waited. Nothing happened. They thought I was kooky. I started 

thinking I was too.  

 I went through a time after that where I was full of doubt and started to think maybe I had 

dreamt of the flying. The urge to fly, though, was too strong. It was stronger than my doubts and 

soon I was flying again, up and down the stairway, across the room, almost always hovering 

about a foot off the floor. Looking back I think that it was God’s way of making sure I didn’t 

hurt myself, because if the humming stopped, I didn’t have far to fall. I had learned my lesson 

about telling others of my flying.  

 

 Yet, it was hard to hide this ability. Until I got old enough to stay home alone I rarely had 

opportunities to fly. By the time I was ten, my brothers were 14, 15 and 19, and they became 

scarce around the house. When mom went to the store and they were all out—it was flying time! 

I practiced and practiced fine-tuning my flights. When I was young it was harder to do it on 

command; by now though, I had learned the value of preparation before flight.  

 I would still myself. I would make my mind blank. Then all I had to do was wait for the 

hum. When it started I would lie on the floor and take off, gliding through the hallways, rooms, 

and stairs of our home. (I would first open all doors to these rooms and to the basement stairs 
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because I couldn’t break the hum by stopping to open a door.) The feeling was ecstasy, it was 

habit forming, and it was powerful. 

 Eventually as I grew I desired more. I wanted to go higher. And I wanted to explore 

outside. But this would be difficult because of the chance of others seeing me. I fantasized when 

watching birds fly. I felt kin to them but had no experience of flying high into the clouds. This 

began a burning desire—to fly up into the sky.  

 I thought of getting up during the night, but, frankly, going outside and flying in the dead 

of night was sorta scary to me. I still worried about unseen boogey men.  

 Then it happened—a chance meeting with my mom and my flying self. You see, I was 

waiting for her to go to the dry cleaners and then the grocery store. She tried to get me to go with 

her, telling me for the umpteenth time that I never go with her on her errands and she would so 

like the company. But all I could think of was being alone so I could have the freedom to fly. I’d 

been practicing turning sharply around corners and was getting quite good at it, and increasing 

my speed by holding my arms along my sides. Anyway, she left a little upset with me. As soon 

as she was gone I ran up the stairs and prepared myself for swooping down the flights to the 

basement. At the bottom of the first set of stairs I had to turn a sharp corner, go through the hall 

to the back of the house, turn sharply once more, and fly down to the basement.  

 Mother had forgotten something. Her keys, her sunglasses, I don’t remember; but as soon 

as I rounded the corner to go down the hall—she entered the back door, which is at the end of 

that hall!  

 It happened too fast for me to react. I was flying straight toward her, at my greatest 

possible speed! All I could do was follow my pattern of turning a sharp right around the corner to 

slip down the next set of stairs. Halfway down the stairs I fell out of the hum and tumbled 

clumsily onto the steps. It shot through my mind quickly all the things she might be thinking, 

was it a ghost? Did someone shoot my daughter out of a cannon? Did someone throw my 

daughter down the stairs? Is my life ruined? I felt like crying! 

 Mother came to the top of the stairs calling, “Ivy! What are you doing down there? Did 

you fall?” 

       I thought, ‘Gosh, didn’t she just see me fly right by her?’ 

      “Ivy! Are you hurt? What on earth are you doing?” Her hands went up to her hips when she 

saw I was OK.  

     “I’m fine Mom; I was just, ah, looking for clean socks.” I scrambled up the stairs, elated once 

again that something magical had happened. Could it be, was it possible that she couldn’t see me 

when I was flying? This, I decided, would have to be tested out. But how, when? 

I had gotten used to keeping such a fantastic secret, and of course I was used to having this 

otherworldly ability, but venturing outside with my flying was something that always brought a 

strange feeling in my stomach.  Now, I was determined to push through this fear.  

      I decided the best test would be in the fenced backyard of the next door neighbor’s, where 

Jake’s big sweet dog Cosmo was most of the time. Cosmo would maybe act funny if I 

disappeared, or, if he could see me fly, his eyes would surely follow me.  

     Great plan. So on the next Saturday morning, after they all went to Jake’s soccer game, I went 

through the gate into the yard. Cosmo greeted me with white fluff flying, wagging tail and 

slobbery licks. He was so happy I’d come to visit that I had to wait until he calmed down! 

Then, sure I was alone, I invited the hum to come. And I rose. I looked in the direction of 

Cosmo; he had a puzzled expression, peering at me through his wisps of white lying in front of 

his eyes. He cocked his head to the side then suddenly bounded to the spot I was last at. Now I 
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hovered a short ways away and watched him smell the ground, look around, smell the ground 

again. I moved about him and nothing. He was still focused on the place where I had been. It was 

amazing! I was so excited! I allowed the hum to drift out of me and sat softly on the ground—to 

Cosmo’s relief! 

     Now I really began to experiment, rising above the neighborhood fences, hopping down the 

middle of the street, (well, really not hopping, but I loved to rise and fall as I continued zooming 

along.) Within six months I had trained myself to fly up to the clouds with no fear, with the 

control to maintain the humming throughout my body. I knew it to be heavenly—very special—

and it was like my entire being was a prayer. Yet, gradually I drifted away from other people and 

felt very alone. It wasn’t just a fun secret anymore, it was who I was, and they wouldn’t 

understand.  

     Other things made me different too, like just knowing ahead of time when someone was 

going to ask me something, or when the news came on, knowing events before the announcer 

reported them. And I could feel others’ feelings so much. Sometimes I would have to leave the 

room, say, if one of my brothers was arguing with my mom or when my dad was upset about 

some situation at work. Other times I would try to be extra patient with them. 

     But, back to flying. It was so glorious. To feel the freedom of moving quickly, with no wind 

resisting me, through space to wherever I could imagine and in lightening speed!  

I thought maybe I was a new kind of human, and there are others.  

     And it did happen that that was true. There were more like me, many more! I discovered it I 

was 13. It was the middle of the night, so I went to Asia where it would be daytime. Off in the 

distance I saw a small figure in the sky, flying at the same height as me! Focusing on 

maintaining my altitude, barring any fearful thoughts, I moved toward this person, and he was a 

kid, just like me, smiling from ear to ear! His name was Morgan and he had learned to fly at high 

attitudes only recently. His story was so similar to mine. We talked and flew and talked and 

learned where each other was from—he was from Boston—and he told me he passed others 

flying once before, but he was too nervous to go toward them, because there were many.  

“Wow, many?” I asked him. 

“Yea, but now I wish I had gone to them, because it seemed like they were calling me.” 

Gosh, you can imagine how determined we were to find them. We even forgot about going back 

home.  

And we did find them, after we stayed in Asia for two days, landing to find food and rest in the 

fields. Morgan and I sat in the tall grass talking about going back home, and wondering how we 

would explain ourselves, when they appeared, out of nowhere. About a dozen kids around our 

age and older gathered around us, smiling. We all sat and talked a long while. They said there 

would be more. It was our time coming. We would join the group and look for the rest, all over 

the world.  

The world would soon need us and we had to be ready. We all went back home. We will come 

back when it’s time, and we are needed.  
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